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Why are 3D equilibrium effects important?
• Strike point control scenarios for W7-X
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3.3 Boundary structure with net-currents and compensation by vacuum field adjustment

As vmec only calculates the equilibrium inside the last flux surface bounding its computational domain, additional
codes are necessary to construct the field outside, in order to investigate the boundary structure. A first method
was developed by E. Strumberger with the vmec/mfbe-package [7]. Here, we use a combination of the field line
tracing code w7 [8] and the extender-code [9] which uses the virtual casing (vc) principle. Based on the vmec
output and the external field BBS,c given by Biot-Savart (BS), the extender code calculates the field Bvc,pl outside
the vmec-boundary generated by the plasma currents. By virtue of the same principle, a field Bvc,c inside the
vmec-boundary is calculated, which should be produced by external coils to result in the full field in the presence
of the plasma currents calculated by vmec. There are two ways to combine the fields in the different domains to
make the field valid everywhere, which differ in the treatment of the part inside the vmec-boundary:

!B1 =

!
!Bvmec inside pure vmec field
!BBS,c+ !Bvc,pl outside

"
, !B2 =

!
!Bvmec! !Bvc,c+ !BBS,c inside corr. vmec-field
!BBS,c+ !Bvc,pl outside

"

The w7-extender-package chooses the second combination, by using the BS-vacuum field everywhere and with
the fields calculated by the vc-principle. The resulting fields show no significant ergodisation at the vmec-
boundary even if it does not exactly coincide with the separatrix from field line tracing. Fig.6 shows a sequence
from the the freely evolving bootstrap current simulation at an initial, a medium and the end time point (left to
right). The o-point of the 5/5-boundary islands moves inward and is finally not visible, when the "- =1 resonance
is deep inside the plasma. However, the calculations did not treat the boundary self-consistently, thus caution is
necessary. Nevertheless, they give hints on the possible evolution of the boundary structure.

Fig. 6 Comparison of flux surfaces of vmec
and Poincaré-plots in an up-down symmetric
plane resulting from w7-extender for equi-
libria with a freely evolving bootstrap cur-
rent at time points t = 0.2s, 6.0s and
110s corresponding to Ipl=6.6kA, 13.9kA
and 47.kA (left to right). (Color figure:
www.cpp-journal.org).

In order to have a divertor configuration with finite bootstrap current the discharge has to start with a lower
vacuum "- -value. This is shown in Fig.7 comparing an evolution derived from a different, but similar transport
simulation (ne,0=1.5·1020m!3, PECRH=7MW, 140GHz , O2, B=2.5T) in the standard configuration (upper half
of Fig.7) and a configuration starting with lower vacuum "- -value (Fig.7 lower half). The simulations showed that
besides "- also the position of the plasma column must be adjusted or the outer baffle structure might see significant
heat loads. Nevertheless, even with good positioning the final island size is of importance as heat loads might
arise on the baffle structures of the inner vertical targets (see Fig. 7 lower right) if the islands grow too large. In
this case, the additional sweep coils could be used to change the island size, but this needs still to be studied.

As the vmec-w7-extender path to describe the boundary structure is not self-consistent, the use of the HINT2-
code [10] was considered, which can treat islands or stochastic regions. Initial calculations were able to reproduce
the inward movement of the 5/5-islands with increasing net-current. However, the pressure and current profiles
(p " 7 ! 11s + 4s2, jtor " s(1 ! s), s=norm.tor.flux) used differ from the ones of the transport simulations.
Also, to obtain the results a short pressure equilibration length Lc (<70m) along B had to be used. This is of
importance as the numerical scheme of HINT2 allows for small Lc-values partly for a decoupling the magnetic
field configuration from the pressure evolution leading to deviations of pressure contours from flux surfaces, e.g.
pressure gradients across islands. As the net current is distributed according to the flux defined by the pressure
contours, a less pronounced resolution of the island structures is necessary in the pressure distribution at least in
the initial phase. The results obtained so far are preliminary as they represent well iterated solutions of this initial
phase only. Consistency requires further iterations with adjustments of pressure and toroidal current profiles. At
present comparisons of island widths from the CAS3D-estimates with the HINT2-solutions are premature.
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• Effect of RMP application on ITER boundary control
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VMEC provides a 3D equilibrium model
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•Ideal 3D MHD equilibrium model

•Constraint of nested flux surfaces

S.P Hirshman and J.C. Whitson, Phys. Fluids 26 (12), 1983



DIAGNO2 - magnetic diagnostic signals
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jplasma

 

Bexternal

S. Lazerson et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 55 025014 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0741-3335/54/12/122002)

•Calculates magnetic diagnostic signal

•Uses a virtual casing principle

•Fast adaptive surface integral

•Interfaced to VMEC, SPEC, PIES

http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0741-3335/54/12/122002
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0741-3335/54/12/122002


STELLOPT can map parameter space
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•STELLOPT modified to perform parameter scans
•Maps of parameter space are now possible



PCA simplifies multivariate data

Beta

Current -+

•Extracts variables in datasets

•Stored energy and current scanned

•400 VMEC Equilibria calculated

•Two principle components identified

•Strong sensitivity to current (~85%)

•Weak sensitivity to beta (~15%)

•Low pressure driven current



The W7-X Bootstrap Profile Evolution

J. Geiger et al. 2010 Contrib. Plasma Phys. 50 770–4

•Boostrap Current rotates divertor islands
•ECCD can be used to counteract the effect



Bootstrap evolution moves strike points

6 [kA] 47 [kA]

Calculation using TORLINES Code (S. Lazerson - PPPL)



W7-X Diagnostic Set

Line Integrated Density

Flux Loops
Thomson Data

•W7-X will have an extensive diagnostic set

•Thomson Scattering

•Inteferrometry

•Flux Loops

•Segmented Rogowski Coils

•Low pressure driven current suggests an 

ability to detect bootstrap current

•Trim and sweep coils can control strike 

point motion

•Bootstrap current detection?



The divertor sweep coils provide strike point control 

•Ten in-vessel stellarator symmetric coils

•Provide a means to control strike points
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Magnetics detect scenario differences

•Flux loop response for each scenario calculated

•Signal due to bootstrap current present

•Ability to constrain bootstrap current unknown

•Ability to detect strike point motion unknown

•Sensitivity analysis in progress



3D Effects in ITER
• VMEC utilized to calculate equilibrium response to RMP application

• DIAGNO2 utilized to calculate flux loop response in ITER



Boundary Displacements with ELM Coils (L-Mode)
ELM Coil Current Maximum Displacement

n=3 45 [kA] 0.70 [cm]

n=3 90 [kA] 1.88 [cm]

n=4 30 [kA] 0.54 [cm]

n=4 90 [kA] 1.46 [cm]

VMEC Resolution     s=99,m=24,n=4



Boundary Displacements with ELM Coils (H-Mode)
In-Vessel Coil Scenario Maximum Displacement

n=3 45 [kA] 0.84 [cm]

n=3 90 [kA] 1.84 [cm]

n=4 30 [kA] 1.15 [cm]

n=4 90 [kA] 2.25 [cm]

VMEC Resolution     s=99,m=24,n=4



Flux loops show a clear non-axisymmetric response

•Flux loop response to plasma calculated

•Compared to axisymmetric plasma signal

•Coil configurations averaged

•Nearly all loops indicate >1% signal change

•Pink loops indicate >20% change



Conclusions
• Magnetic diagnostic are sensitive to 

bootstrap current variations in W7-X 
allowing the development of island divertor 
control scenarios

• ITER Flux Loops are sensitive to changes in 
the 3D equilibria when RMP’s are applied 
suggesting care should be taken in design 
of real-time control systems


